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Abstract—The quality of service (QoS) is a major concern
in the design and management of Web service composition.
Existing methods for QoS calculation either do not take the
probability of path execution into consideration when QoSs
are provided for diﬀerent execution paths, or do not take
diﬀerent execution paths into consideration when a single
integrated QoS is provided for the whole composition. In this
paper, a comprehensive QoS analysis approach is proposed
that calculates the QoS probability distribution by considering
both the execution probability and execution conditions of each
path in the service composition. Four types of basic composition
patterns in the service composition are discussed: sequential,
parallel, loop and conditional. In particular, a QoS solution is
provided for all types of loop structured service composition.
Keywords-Web service; QoS; service composition

I. Introduction
Web service composition is emerging as a technique of
choice for modelling and implementing business processes.
With the fast adoption of Web services, one of the vexing
challenges is analyzing and understanding the QoS of composite services[1][10].
It is important to estimate the QoS of a composite service
at design time based on the quality of individual Web
services to make sure that this composition can satisfy the
expectations of end users. A Web service will be replaced
at run time if it becomes unavailable or its performance
degrades too much[5]. The impact of a replacing service
to the performance of the composition should be evaluated
before the replacement takes place. Normally, functionally
equivalent services may exist with diﬀerent QoSs. A comparison is therefore necessary by analyzing the QoS of the
composite service with diﬀerent services.
Based on the way of the results being represented, existing QoS calculation methods can be classiﬁed into two
categories: (1) Reduction method with single QoS for the
service composition[6][8]; (2) Direct aggregation method
with multiple QoSs for the service composition[3][11].
For the reduction method, the process of a composite
service is seen as an integration of diﬀerent types of basic
composition patterns. Though the calculation methods are
diﬀerent for these patterns, the basic idea about QoS calculation is the same, which recursively merges the tasks of a
composite service till one single compound task is reached.
978-0-7695-3811-2/09 $26.00 © 2009 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/SCC.2009.28

The QoS for this single task is referred to as the QoS of the
composite service.
The direct aggregation method is used in QoS driven Web
service selection to calculate the QoS of each execution path
of the composite service. The methods used in Web service
selection make sure that the QoS of every path can satisfy
the user’s requirements.
Existing QoS calculation methods are not able to provide
a complete picture of the QoS for a composite service. Their
limitations will be illustrated through the following example.
Figure 1 is the process of a composite service with two
paths. The execution probabilities of these two paths are
p1 = 0.6 and p2 = 0.4 respectively. There is one task in
each path. The cost and response time for task1 are C1 and
T 1 , for task2 are C2 and T 2 . For each task, there are two
functionally equivalent Web services to choose. The QoS
(response time and cost) of these available Web services are
shown in Table I. The user speciﬁed requirements on QoS
are: the response time should be less than 50 and the cost
should be no more than 25.
p2 = 0.4

p1 = 0.6
WDVN

Figure 1.

WDVN

A Composite Service

Table I
QoS for Available Web Services

Task
Task1
Task2

Available
WS
WS1
WS2
WS3
WS4

Response
Time
10
40
60
100

Cost
30
25
20
10

First, we will show the limitations of using single values
to represent the QoS of service composition. We adopt the
method in [6] (see Formulae 1 and 2) to calculate the QoS
for the conditional composition pattern shown in Figure 1.
T ime o f S ervice
Cost o f S ervice
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T
C

=
=

p1 T 1 + p2 T 2
p1 C1 + p2 C2

(1)
(2)

In view of Formulae 1, 2, and Table I, there are four
possible compositions:

analysis will be introduced and a running example will be
given. This paper ends with a discussion about the related
work and the concluding remarks.

1) Composition 1: WS1 and WS3 with T = 30 (T = 0.6 ×
10+0.4×60 = 30) and C = 26 (C = 0.6×30+0.4×20 = 26);
2) Composition 2: WS1 and WS4 with T = 46 and C = 22;
3) Composition 3: WS2 and WS3 with T = 48 and C = 23;
4) composition 4: WS2 and WS4 with T = 64 and C = 19.

II. Building Blocks of a Composition
There are diﬀerent composition patterns in the process
of a composite service[8]. In this paper, we consider that a
composite service is composed of four basic composition
patterns: sequential, parallel, conditional, and loop (see
Figure 3).

Two of them can meet the user speciﬁed requirements,
which are Composition 2 and Composition 3. Since
the response time and cost of Composition 2 are both
smaller than those of Composition 3, Composition 2 is
a better candidate for the composite service.
However, if the detailed QoS probability distribution
information is provided, e.g. for Composition 2, the response time is 10 for 60% of the time and 100 for 40% of
the time; for Composition 3, the response time is 40 for
60% of the time and 60 for 40% of the time, Composition
3 is more likely to be selected. Simply because an extreme
short response time as 10 is not needed and the long response
time as 100 can not be tolerated.
From this example, it shows that the lack of information
about execution probability and QoS for each path prevents
the selection of the best execution plan in practice, and
single values are not enough to represent the QoS of service
compositions.
Next, we will show the limitations of the direct aggregation method. By adopting the Direct Aggregation Method,
each path in Figure 1 should satisfy the requirements on
QoS. WS1 with cost 30, WS3 with response time 60,
and WS4 with response time 100 all exceed the required
limits. The designed service composition can not be realized,
because only WS2 can be selected for task1 and no service
are suitable for task2.
The direct aggregation method overlooks the path execution probability of the composite service. There can be ups
and downs in the QoS for a composite service to execute
diﬀerent paths. Therefore, it is only reasonable that QoS is
based on statistic values. Adding constraints to every path
without considering the execution probability makes the user
speciﬁed requirements too diﬃcult to be satisﬁed.
In this paper, a QoS calculation approach is proposed
that does not only provide the QoSs of multiple paths
for a service composition but also includes the execution
probability of each path. Our main contributions in this paper
are: (1) A service graph is deﬁned to represent the process
of a composite service; (2) QoS probability distribution is
provided in the ﬁnal result for the analysis of a composite
service; (3) Four types of composition patterns are formally
deﬁned, and QoS and probability calculation methods for
them are provided; (4) It is the ﬁrst work to provide a
solution to calculate the QoS for all types of loop patterns.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses four types of basic composition patterns.
In the subsequent sections, the detailed process of QoS

A. Preliminaries
In this paper, a composite service is represented by a
directed graph which is referred to as Service Graph.
Deﬁnition 1. Service Graph: Let S be the set of Web
services and D be the set of dependencies within the
process of a composite service, P be the set of transition
probabilities from each service to its adjacent services within
the composition. A Service Graph is G = (V, A), where
• V = S are the vertices of the graph;
• A = D ⊆ V ×  × V × P are the arcs of the graph;
•  = {−, =} are the two ways of connection in the graph
with
◦ ’−’ denoting sequential-connected way
◦ ’=’ denoting concurrent-connected way
• ∀ai ∈ A, ai = (v x Φvy , p) where Φ ∈  and p ∈ P with
◦ (v x − vy , p) denoting that the arc from vertex v x
to vy is a sequential-connected arc and the transition
probability is p for this arc
◦ (v x = vy , p) denoting that the arc from vertex v x
to vy is a concurrent-connected arc and the transition
probability is p for this arc.
Deﬁnition 2. Indegree and Outdgree of a vertex: for an
arc a = (v x Φ vy , p), where Φ ∈ , v x and vy are the endpoints
of arc a, vy is the head endpoint of arc a, and v x is the
tail endpoint of arc a. For a vertex v, the number of head
endpoints adjacent to v is called the indegree of v. The
number of tail endpoints is its outdegree. The indegree is
denoted as deg− (v) and the outdegree as deg+ (v).
For example, the process of a composite service in Figure
2(a) can be represented by a Service Graph G = (V, A)
in Figure 2(b), where V = {vPO , vCR , vCC , vC , vS I } and A =
{(vPO −vCR , 0.4), (vPO −vC , 0.6), (vCR −vCC , 1), (vCC −vCR , 0.2),
(vCC − vS I , 0.8), (vC − vS I , 1)}. The indegree and outdegree of
vertex vCR are: deg− (vCR ) = 2 and deg+ (vCR ) = 1. In Figure
2, only p with a probability not equal to 1 is marked out.
All the following discussion will be based on the Service
Graph deﬁned above.
Next, we will discuss the four types of composition
patterns in Service Graph which will be used as building
blocks of a composite service. Rather than providing a
panacea for any QoS attribute, our approach only focuses
on two representative QoS attributes: cost and availability.
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E. Loop Pattern
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the QoS and transition probabilities for Conditional Patterns,
which means that the QoS values and transition probability
of each vertex in Conditional Pattern will stay the same.
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(c) Conditional

Figure 3.
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Building Blocks

1) General Loop:
Deﬁnition 6. Cyclic Vertices (see Figure 3(d)): for G

= (V, A), ∀v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ∈ V, if ∃(v1 − v2 , p1 ) ∈ A



∃(v2 − v3 , p2 ) ∈ A
...
∃(vn−1 − vn , pn−1 ) ∈ A
∃(vn − v1 , pn ) ∈ A, then v1 , v2 , . . . , and vn are Cyclic Vertices
within a Loop. Vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , and vn form a composition
of Loop Pattern.
Figure 3(d) is a Loop Pattern which starts from v1 and
may leave the Loop from either of v1 , v2 ,. . . , and vn with a
certain probability indicated in the ﬁgure. The relationship of
mi

these probabilities is as follows: pi + pi j = 1 (i ∈ [1, n]).
j=1

If vertex vi (i ∈ [1, n]) is just an internal vertex of the Loop,
i.e. deg+ vi = 1, then pi j = 0 ( j ∈ [1, mi ]). The cost of vi is
ci . The availability of vi is ai .
After it has been executed for l (l ∈ [0, +∞)) times,
the Loop will be left from either of vi (i ∈ [1, n]) to its
adjacent vertex that does not belong to the Loop. Based on
this description, Loop Pattern can be transformed into an
equivalent graph but without the Loop (see Figure 4). In
Figure 4, the combination of vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , and vn (the
part within the dashed ellipse) is equivalent to one time of
execution of the Loop in Figure 3(d). After the combination
of vertices has been executed for l (l ∈ [0, +∞)) times, ﬁnally,
it will transfer from vertex vi (i ∈ [1, n]) to its adjacent vertex
according to the probability pi j ( j ∈ [1, mi ]).

B. Sequential Pattern
Deﬁnition 3. Sequential Vertices (see Figure 3(a)): for G


deg+ (v x ) = 1
= (V, A), ∀v x , vy ∈ V, if ∃(v x − vy , 1) ∈ A
deg− (vy ) = 1, then v x and vy are Sequential Vertices. Vertices
v x and vy form a composition of Sequential Pattern.


The transition probability of vy is Py = pyi | i ∈ [1, my ] .
The cost of v x and vy are c x and cy respectively. The
availability of them are a x and ay respectively. The transition probability (P ), cost (c ), and availability (a ) for the
composition of Sequential Pattern are:
P

=

Py

c
a

=
=

c x + cy
a x × ay

=




pyi | i ∈ [1, my ]

(3)
(4)
(5)

p11

C. Parallel Pattern

Y

Deﬁnition 4. Parallel Vertices (see Figure 3(b)): for G

= (V, A), ∀v x , vy1 , vy2 ∈ V, if ∃(v x = vy1 , p) ∈ A ∃(v x =
vy2 , p) ∈ A, then vy1 and vy2 are Parallel Vertices. Vertices
vy1 and vy2 form a composition of Parallel Pattern.
The cost of vy1 and vy2 are cy1 and cy1 respectively.
The availability of them are ay1 and ay2 respectively. The
transition probability (p ), cost (c ), and availability (a ) for
the composition of Parallel Pattern are:
p
c
a

=
=
=

1
cy1 + cy2
ay1 × ay2

p1 pn −1

YQ

pn pn

Y

p1 pn −1

YQ

pn

loopExecutionTimes : l (l ∈ Z )

Y
p1
pi −1

p1m1
pi 1

YL

pi

pi m i

pn−1

pn1

YQ
pnmn

Figure 4.

(6)
(7)
(8)

Loop Transformation

The probability for the combination of vertices to be
executed for l (l ∈ [0, +∞)) times and transferring from vertex
n

v1 to its adjacent vertex is ( pi )l p1 j (l ∈ [0, +∞) , j ∈ [1, m1 ]);

D. Conditional Pattern

i=1

transferring from vertex vk (k ∈ [2, n]) to its adjacent vertex
n
k−1


is ( pi )l ( pi )pk j (l ∈ [0, +∞) , j ∈ [1, mk ]). Let p0 = 1, the

Deﬁnition 5. Exclusive Vertices (see Figure 3(c)): for G

= (V, A), ∀v x , vy1 , vy2 ∈ V, if ∃(v x − vy1 , p1 ) ∈ A
∃(v x −
vy2 , p2 ) ∈ A, then vy1 and vy2 are Exclusive Vertices. Vertices
v x , vy1 and vy2 form a composition of Conditional Pattern.

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=0

transition probability from vk (k ∈ [1, n]) to its adjacent vertex
n
k−1


is ( pi )l ( pi )pk j (l ∈ [0, +∞) , j ∈ [1, mk ]). Therefore,

In order to keep the execution probability of each path of
the composite service in the ﬁnal result, we do not calculate

statistically, the transition probability from a Cyclic Vertex
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p11

to its adjacent vertex that does not belong to the Loop is:
⎞l ⎛ k−1 ⎞
⎟⎟ ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
pi ⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⎜⎜⎜⎝
pi ⎟⎟⎟⎠ pk j =

i=1

i=0



k−1

i=0


pi pk j

1−

n

i=1

Y

Figure 6.

pi

(k ∈ [1, n] , j ∈ [1, mk ])

i=0

all the Cyclic Vertices is l
is (

n

i=1

ai )l

k

i=1

n

i=1

ci +

k

i=1

c

=

=

a

=

=

ai . Therefore, statistically, the cost (c ) and

⎛⎛
⎞l ⎛ k−1 ⎞
⎞⎞
⎛ n
+∞ ⎜ n
n 
k


⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ 
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎝⎜⎜⎝
pi ⎟⎟⎠ ⎜⎜⎝
pi ⎟⎟⎠ (1 − pk ) ⎜⎜⎝l
ci +
ci ⎟⎟⎟⎠⎟⎟⎟⎠
i=1
i=0
i=1
i=1
k=1 l=0




n
k−1
k
n




pi (1 − pk )
Ci + pi
Ci
n

i=0
i=1
i=1
i=k+1
(10)

2
n

k=1
1 − pi
i=1
⎛⎛
⎞l ⎛ k−1 ⎞
⎛ n ⎞l k ⎞
+∞ ⎜ n
n 

⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜⎜⎝⎝⎜
pi ⎠⎟ ⎝⎜
pi ⎠⎟ (1 − pk ) ⎜⎜⎝⎜
ai ⎟⎟⎠⎟
ai ⎟⎟⎟⎠
i=1
i=0
i=1
i=1
k=1 l=0


k−1
k


pi (1 − pk ) ai
n

i=0
i=1
(11)
n

k=1
1 − (pi ai )

=

c

=

a

=

p1 j
( j ∈ [1, m1])
1 − p1
(1 − p1 )c1
c1
=
(1 − p1 )2
1 − p1
(1 − p1 )a1
1 − p1 a1

(12)
(13)
(14)

p21

Y

p1

p11

p1m1

(a) General

Figure 7.

Y

p2
p1m1

(b) Same-in-out

p21

p1

Y

Y

p2m2

p2



p11

Y
p2

p2m2

(c) Diﬀerent-in-out

Dual-Vertex-Loop

Figure 7(a) is the general form of a Dual-Vertex-Loop
with k = 2 for Formulae 9, 10, and 11. There are:

i=1

p1 j
( j ∈ [1, m1])
1 − p1 p2
p1 p2 j
p2 j =
( j ∈ [1, m2])
1 − p1 p2
(1− p1 )(c1 + p1 p2 c2 )+ p1 (1− p2 )(c1 +c2 ) c1 + p1 c2
=
c =
(1 − p1 p2 )2
1− p1 p2
(1 − p1 )a1 + p1 (1 − p2 )a1 a2

a =
1 − p1 p2 a1 a2
p1 j =

p′11
p′1m1

p′i1
p′imi
p′n1

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

In Figure 7(b), only the start vertex v1 of the Loop can
leave the Loop, i.e.
Deﬁnition 9. Dual-Vertex-Loop with the same in and

out vertex: for a Dual-Vertex-Loop, if deg+ (v1 ) > 1
deg+ (v2 ) = 1 then it is a Dual-Vertex-Loop with the same in
and out vertex.
For a Dual-Vertex-Loop with the same in and out vertex,
k = 2, p2 j = 0 and p2 = 1 for Formulae 9, 10, and 11. There
are:

p′nmn

Figure 5.

p1 j

p1

Y

All the vertices in Figure 4 can be denoted by one vertex
v in Figure 5. The calculation for the transition probability,
cost, and availability of vertex v is based on Formulae 9,
10, and 11 respectively.

Y¶

Self-Loop

Self-Loop can be replaced by a single vertex (see Figure
5). The probability, cost, and availability for this vertex are
calculated according to Formulae 12, 13, and 14.
• Dual-Vertex-Loop
If there are two vertices in a Loop, the Loop is a dualvertex-loop (see Figure 7). Formally,
Deﬁnition 8. Dual-Vertex-Loop: for a Loop Pattern de
ﬁned in Deﬁnition 6, if n=2, i.e. ∃(v1 − v2 , p1 ) ∈ A
∃(v2 − v1 , p2 ) ∈ A, then this Loop Pattern is a Dual-VertexLoop.

ci and the availability

availability (a ) generated by all the Cyclic Vertices within
the Loop Pattern are as follows:


1

For a Self-Loop, k = 1 for Formulae 9, 10, and 11. There
are:

(9)

The probability for the combination of vertices v1 , v2 ,
. . . , vn to be executed for l (l ∈ [0, +∞)) times, transferring
to vertex vk (k ∈ [1, n]), and leaving the loop from vk is
n
k−1


( pi )l ( pi )(1 − pk ). At this time, the cost generated by
i=1

p1 m

p1



n



l=0

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎝



pk j =

+∞


Loop Transformation Result

Formulae 9, 10, and 11 are general formulae for all types
of Loop Patterns. Next, we will demonstrate how to use
them to calculate the probability, cost, and availability for
speciﬁc Loop Patterns.
2) Speciﬁc Loops:
• Self-Loop
If there is only one vertex in a Loop Pattern, the Loop is
a self-loop (see Figure 6). Formally,
Deﬁnition 7. Self-Loop : for a Loop Pattern deﬁned in
Deﬁnition 6, if n = 1, i.e. ∃(v1 − v1 , p1 ) ∈ A, then Loop
Pattern of this kind is called Self-Loop.
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p1 j

=

c

=

a

=

p1 j
p1 j
=
( j ∈ [1, m1])
1 − p1 p2
1 − p1
c1 + p1 c2
c1 + p1 c2
=
1 − p1 p2
1 − p1
(1 − p1 )a1 + p1 (1 − p2 )a1 a2
(1 − p1 )a1
=
1 − p1 p2 a1 a2
1 − p1 a1 a2

(19)
(20)
(21)

1 set currV to the head vertex of the table;
2 while currV has next vertex in the table do
3
if outdegree of currV is one then
4
set succV to the direct successor vertex of currV;
5
if currV and succV is sequential-connected AND indegree of
succV is one then
6
set probability of currV to probability of succV;
7
compute cost of currV as cost of currV + cost of succV;
8
compute availability of currV as availability of currV ×
availability of succV;
9
set ID of currV to ID of currV ’&’ ID of succV;
10
set direct successor vertices of currV to direct successor
vertices of succV;
11
remove succV from the table;
12
else
13
set currV to the next vertex of currV in the table;
14
end
15
else
16
set currV to the next vertex of currV in the table;
17
end
18 end

A Dual-Vertex-Loop with the same in and out vertex can
be replaced by a single vertex (see Figure 5). The probability,
cost, and availability for this vertex are calculated according
to Formulae 19, 20, and 21.
In Figure 7(c), only vertex v2 can leave the Loop, i.e.
Deﬁnition 10. Dual-Vertex-Loop with diﬀerent in and

out vertices: for a Dual-Vertex-Loop, if deg+ (v1 ) = 1
+
deg (v2 ) > 1 then it is a Dual-Vertex-Loop with diﬀerent in
and out vertices.
For a Dual-Vertex-Loop with diﬀerent in and out vertices,
k = 2, p1 j = 0, and p1 = 1 for Formulae 9, 10, and 11. There
are:
p2 j

=

c

=

a

=

p1 p2 j
p2 j
=
( j ∈ [1, m2])
1 − p1 p2
1 − p2
c1 + p1 c2
c1 + c2
=
1 − p1 p2
1 − p2
(1 − p1 )a1 + p1 (1 − p2 )a1 a2
(1 − p2 )a1 a2
=
1 − p1 p2 a1 a2
1 − p2 a1 a2

(22)

Algorithm 1: Sequential Pattern Replacement

(23)
(24)

B. Loop Pattern Replacement

A Dual-Vertex-Loop with diﬀerent in and out vertices can
be replaced by a single vertex (see Figure 5). The probability,
cost, and availability for this vertex are calculated according
to Formulae 22, 23, and 24.

All the Cyclic Vertices within a Loop Pattern will be
replaced by a single vertex. The IDs of them will be recorded
in the replacing vertex. The calculation of the replacing
vertex’s transition probability and QoS is based on Formulae
9, 10, and 11. The process of replacing Loop Patterns is
shown in Algorithm 22 .

III. QoS Analysis
In this section, we will discuss how the QoS probability
distribution of a composite service is obtained.
In order to get every unique path of the composite service,
a Service Graph needs to be transformed into a rooted tree.
Before this transformation, all the composition patterns that
do not belong to a tree structure, such as Parallel and Loop
Pattern, will be replaced by equivalent vertices. Sequential
Patterns will also be replaced by equivalent vertices to simplify the transformation process. The original composition
patterns are recorded in their replacing vertices so that the
original paths of a composite service can still be tracked
from the rooted tree even after the replacement and transformation processes take place. After a rooted tree is obtained,
the execution probability and QoS of diﬀerent paths can be
calculated. A histogram will then be presented to illustrate
the QoS probability distribution for the composite service.
The process of QoS analysis is summarized as follows:

1 call FindLoopInServiceGraph(G = (V, A));
2 for each loop do
3
set newV to the start vertex of loop;
4
set ID to NIL;
5
for each vertex in loop do
6
store the probability of each arc belonging to loop in ProbList;
7
store the cost of each vertex in CostList;
8
store the availability of each vertex in AvailList;
9
end
10
set count to zero;
11
for each vertex in loop do
12
if outdegree of vertex is more than one then
13
for each outgoing arc of vertex except the arc belonging
to loop do
14
call ArcProbCalc(probability of arc, count,
ProbList);
15
add vertex’s successor vertex connected by this arc
to newV’s direct successor vertex;
16
end
17
end
18
set ID to ID ’!’ ID of vertex;
19
if vertex is not newV then
20
remove vertex from loop;
21
end
22
increment count;
23
end
24
call QoSCalculation(count, ProbList, CostList, AvailList);
25
set the cost of newV to the return of cost of QoSCalculation;
26
set the availability of newV to the return of availability of
QoSCalculation;
27
set the ID of newV to ID;
28 end

A. Sequential Pattern Replacement
All the Sequential Vertices within a Sequential Pattern
will be replaced by a single vertex. The IDs of Sequential
Vertices will be recorded in the replacing vertex so that
the original information of the path will not be lost. The
calculation of the replacing vertex’s transition probability
and QoS is based on Formulae 3, 4, and 5. The process of
replacing Sequential Patterns is shown in Algorithm 11 .

Algorithm 2: Loop Pattern Replacement

1 all the vertices of the Service Graph are stored in a table. Each vertex
has a unique ID. The source vertex (indegree=0) of the Service Graph is
the ﬁrst element of the table while the sink vertex (outdegree=0) is the last
element of the table.

2 to simplify the process of discovering loop (cycle) in graph, arcs within
loop that connect Cyclic Vertices together are marked with special symbols
just like arcs that are sequential-connected using ’-’ or concurrent-connected
using ’=’ to represent the connection way.
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C. Parallel Pattern Replacement
All the Parallel Vertices within a Parallel Pattern will be
replaced by a single vertex. The IDs of them will be recorded
in the replacing vertex. The calculation of the replacing
vertex’s transition probability and QoS is based on Formulae
6, 7, and 8. The process of replacing Parallel Patterns is
shown in Algorithm 3.
1 set currV to the head vertex of the table1 ;
2 while currV has next vertex in the table do
3
read the number of currV’s concurrent-connected vertices;
4
if currV has concurrent-connected vertices then
5
set probability of newV to one;
6
set cost of newV to zero;
7
set availability of newV to one;
8
set ID of newV to NIL;
9
set the direct successor vertex of currV to newV AND the
connection way to sequential-connected;
10
set the direct successor vertex of newV to the direct successor
vertex of currV’s concurrent-connected vertex AND the
connection way to sequential-connected;
11
for each concurrent-connected vertex of currV do
12
compute cost of newV as cost of newV + cost of
concurrent-connected vertex;
13
compute cost of newV as cost of newV + cost of
concurrent-connected vertex;
14
compute availability of newV as availability of newV ×
availability of concurrent-connected vertex;
15
set ID of newV to ID of newV ’*’ ID of
concurrent-connected vertex;
16
remove concurrent-connected vertex from table;
17
end
18
end
19
set currV to the next vertex of currV in the table
20 end

27
28
29
30

set currV to the head vertex of the table1 ;
store currV as the root in RootedTree;
set currLeaf to the root of RootedTree;
set status of all vertices in the table to UNACCESSED;
while true do
if outdegree of currV is zero then
store currV as child of currLeaf in RootedTree;
set currV to FindVertexWithSameIDInTable(currLeaf );
else
set count to zero;
for each direct successor vertex of currV do
if status of this vertex is UNACCESSED then
store this vertex as child of currLeaf in RootedTree;
set currLeaf to child of currLeaf;
set currV to this vertex;
set status of this vertex to ACCESSED;
increment count;
break from for;
end
end
if count is zero then
if indegree of currV is zero then
break from while
else
set CurrLeaf to parent of currLeaf in RootedTree;
set currV to
FindVertexWithSameIDInTable(currLeaf );
end
end
end
end

Algorithm 4: Rooted Tree Generation

E. Paths of a Composite Service
Each path of the composite service will be extracted from
the rooted tree. Then the execution probability, execution
conditions, and QoS for each path can be obtained.
Since every vertex except for the root has only one parent
in the rooted tree, we can keep track of each branch of
the tree by visiting from every leaf of the tree backward to
the root. This branch is a path of the composite service in
its reverse order. After reversing the order, one path of the
composite service is obtained.
The detailed process of extracting paths from the rooted
tree is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 3: Parallel Pattern Replacement

D. Transformation from a Service Graph to a Rooted Tree
After the processes of Sequential, Parallel and Loop
Pattern replacement, a Service Graph now is ready to be
transformed into a rooted tree. The detailed transformation
process is shown in Algorithm 4.
First, the statuses of all the vertices in the Service Graph
are marked as unaccessed. The transformation process starts
from the source vertex of the Service Graph (Line 1 to
4). The process will keep visiting the current vertex’s
next unaccessed vertex as the current vertex till the sink
vertex of the Service Graph is reached (Line 5 to 20).
This is called Sequential Access Process. All the vertices
that have been visited during Sequential Access Process
are recorded in the rooted tree as a branch of the tree,
with the previously visited vertex being the parent of the
followingly visited vertex. Then this branch is revisited in a
reverse order which is called Inverse Access Process (Line
21 to 28). Whenever a vertex with multiple outgoing edges
(outdegree>1) is reached, the Inverse Access Process will
stop. Another Sequential Access Process will be invoked.
Then Inverse Access Process and Sequential Access Process
will be alternatively invoked until all the vertices in the
Service Graph have been accessed. Finally, a rooted tree
is obtained.

1 set pathNumber to one;
2 for each leaf of RootedTree do
3
set currV to leaf;
4
while true do
5
store currV in ReversePathList[pathNumber];
6
if currV does not have parent then
7
break from while;
8
else
9
set currV to parent of currV;
10
end
11
end
12
store vertices of ReversePathList[pathNumber] in reverse order in
PathList[pathNumber];
13
increment pathNumber;
14 end

Algorithm 5: Path Extraction
F. QoS Probability Distribution
For each path obtained by Algorithm 5, it is seen as a
Sequential Pattern. The calculation of cost and availability
for each path is based on Formulae 4 and 5. The execution
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probability for each path is the product of the transition
probability of every arc in the path.
The IDs of the vertices within each path record the
actual conditions of taking each path: the original vertices of
each path and their relationships (i.e. diﬀerent composition
patterns).
The result will be shown in a histogram with each bar
representing an execution path of a composite service, the
width of the bar representing the probability of taking this
path, and the height of the bar representing the QoS of
this path. Other QoS information, such as the mean (which
is calculated as the mathematical expectation of the QoSs
of all the paths), maximum, and minimum QoS values of
executing the composite service, will also be shown in the
histogram.









































































 























(a) Service Graph
 
































 























 

 











Figure 8(a) is the Service Graph of a composite service.
It includes the basic patterns that are discussed in Section II.
Each vertex in it has a unique ID. The transition probability,
with a default value 1, is marked beside the arc. ’=’
represents concurrent-connected way between vertices. The
default way is sequential-connected. One execution plan is
given on the right side of the ﬁgure. The ID of each vertex
is followed by the cost and availability values of it. For
example, 12 : 30, 0.95 represents that the cost is 30 and the
availability is 0.95 for the Web service executing task 12
(represented by the vertex with ID 12 in the graph) of the
composite service.
Symbols ’&’, ’*’, and ’!’ are used to represent vertices
coming from Sequential, Parallel, and Loop Patterns respectively. For example, after Sequential Pattern replacement,
vertices 3 and 4 in Figure 8(a) are replaced by vertex 3&4
in Figure 8(b).
According to Section III, the process to get the QoS probability distribution for the composite service is as follows:
• After the ﬁrst ﬁve steps (shown in Figure 8), a Service
Graph is transformed into a rooted tree and each path of the
composite service is obtained. The ID of all the paths are
marked out in Figure 8(e).
• At the sixth step, the execution probability and QoS
of each path are calculated. The resulting QoS probability
distribution histograms are shown in Figure 9.
Now, it can be seen from Figure 9 that there are seven
paths in the composite service. The path number is referred
to the path ID in Figure 8(e). The mean cost and availability
for this process are 897.14 and 0.58 respectively which are
represented by horizontal straight lines. The highest cost is
1220.00 generated by path 7 with the lowest availability of
0.491 and a probability of 0.044. The lowest cost is 360
generated by path 1 with the highest availability of 0.733
and a probability of 0.046. The cost of path 5, 6 and 7 is
higher than the mean cost, and the cost of path 1, 2, 3 and 4
is lower than the mean cost. The probability is 0.175 (0.087+











   

 
 





 

















 







IV. A Running Example



(c) step2:Loop Replacement

  

 






(b) step1:Sequential Replacement









    

















    

(d) step3:Parallel Replacement
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(e) step4,5:Tree and Paths Generation
Figure 8.

QoS Analysis Process

0.044 + 0.044) for the process to generate a cost higher than
the mean cost, and is 0.825 (0.046 + 0.394 + 0.085 + 0.3)
for the process to generate a cost lower than the mean cost.
Availability information can be analyzed in a similar way.
V. Related Work
In this section, we shall look into diﬀerent methods for
calculating the basic composition patterns.
For sequential patterns, the calculation method is the same
in all kinds of QoS calculation methods.
For parallel patterns, [6] uses the same calculation method
as what is used for sequential structures except for the
calculation of time related attributes such as response time
and execution time. In [6], time (response time or execution
time) is the maximum time of all the parallel tasks. For conditional structures, [6] uses a statistical method to calculate
the QoS. [4], [9] and [7] follow [6] to calculate the QoS for
parallel and conditional structures.
In [12], the path with the maximum execution duration in
parallel and conditional structures is called the critical path.
The execution duration of this critical path is the duration
of the whole process. The calculation of availability and
successful execution rate is based on the critical path. The
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execution conditions of each path in a service composition.
The QoS analysis result shown in a histogram explicitly
presents the maximum, mean, minimum QoS of a service
composition and QoS execution probabilities for individual
paths. Therefore the proposed approach for QoS Analysis
can provide users/designers with more detailed information
about QoS of a service composition.
In this paper, the QoS probability distribution is calculated
based on the assumption that each task has a ﬁxed QoS. The
QoS of each task is more likely to be a continuous probability distribution in reality. As the next step of research,
we will study the general method of QoS analysis for a
service composition based on a continuous QoS probability
distribution of tasks.

(a) Cost
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(b) Availability
Figure 9.

QoS Probability Distribution

limitation of selecting Web services based on the QoS of
the critical path has been discussed in [2]. In [3], the QoS
of every path of the composite service is calculated and
guaranteed to satisfy the user speciﬁed requirements.
For loop patterns, [6] reduces loop patterns by recalculating the outgoing transition probability of the loop as well
as the QoS of the nodes in the loop. [6] only provides the
solution for two types of loop patterns: Self-Loop and DualVertex-Loop with the same in and out vertex. [12] unfolds
the loop patterns by determining the maximum number of
times that the loop is taken. If a loop is taken a maximum
of n times, then n+1 copies of the nodes in the loop pattern
will appear in the resulting acyclic process. [4] follows this
method to calculate the QoS for loop patterns. [9] does not
deal with loop patterns.
In [8], the QoS of each type of patterns is calculated on a
maximum and minmum basis. For example, the maximum
and minimum execution time for conditional pattern is
the execution time of the path with the maximum and
minimum execution time respectively, while the maximum
and minimum execution time for parallel pattern is the same
which is the execution time of the path with the maximum
execution time.
Our approach extends existing work by formally deﬁning
those above mentioned composition patterns and providing
a QoS calculation solution for all types of loop patterns.
VI. Conclusion
The approach proposed in this paper goes beyond the
existing QoS analysis methods by providing a QoS probability distribution with both the execution probability and
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